Abstract-The aim of this paper is to present and propose different multi-antenna cell constellations based on outdoor distributed antenna system implementation. The idea of the outdoor DAS is to reduce interference in dense urban areas in order to achieve very high signal-to-interference-ratios (SIR) which defines the data throughput available to the user. Moreover, the SIR distribution over the network coverage area has to be as constant as possible in order to keep throughput in maximum and constant. Analysis of different multi-antenna constellations are presented and interference behavior is compared to independent small cell i.e. micro/pico/femto cells. The obtained results show superior SIR distribution for multiantenna layout compared to independent small cells. Strategic antenna placement and configuration of eight antennas per cell result in average SIR of 23 dB over the cell coverage area.
I. INTRODUCTION TO NETWORK LAYOUTS
A strong need of data communication in cellular networks has caused an excessive change in the evolution of mobile networks. First, radio access was changed from traditional FDMA/TDMA to spectrally efficient CDMA scheme. However, it is going to be shifted to even more efficient OFDMA scheme, when new systems, like WiMAX/LTE/LTEAdvanced, will be adopted on commercial needs. Next, different transmission networks from network element to element will be upgraded to IP networks or to some other technologies in order to be able to transfer high and dense traffic from one node to next node.
The biggest challenges, in the coming days, will appear in the radio access part, where the coverage areas of cells will get smaller and smaller in order to accommodate high traffic density (Giga-bits/km2). Consequently, the transmission networks will be required to increase their backhaul capacity to support such high traffic density, and thus optical transmission networks, for example, will have to be deployed in dense urban areas to meet these requirements.
In a traditional cellular network, the cell or site capacity is relatively low due to typical limitation of the transmission network, or due to interference limitation in radio access [1] [2] .
In the future, when transmission networks are not limiting in terms of capacity or availability in dense urban areas, a final challenge would be the radio access part. However, if the new advancement in modulation techniques (in systems like LTEAdvanced etc) enables the cell or site capacity to increase significantly, a final bottleneck will still prevail i.e. the interference management between base stations.
Next generation mobile communication systems, e.g. IMTAdvanced systems, aim to provide very high peak data rates, with LTE-Advanced targeting 1 Gbps per cell. In order to offer such high throughputs, certain technology requirements have to be set such as average SIR targets over the cell coverage area. SIR target can be reduced if frequency bandwidth is strongly increased but this easily means extremely high frequency regions, within the spectrum, which are not any more practical for mobile networks. Thus, target of multiantenna cell is to have almost constant SIR over the cell coverage area with minimum deviation in cell border areas.
II. MULTI-ANTENNA CELL CONSTELLATIONS Multi-antenna cell or outdoor distributed antenna cell is basically a set spatially distributed antenna that are spread across a geographic location and linked to one base station. The antennas may be connected to the base station by fiber optic cable or some other transmission medium, as shown in Fig. 1 . Outdoor DAS provides coverage in the dead spots that cannot be fulfilled by the macro cells -typically in dense urban environment. Moreover, by breaking down the macro cells into smaller pieces, the overall capacity of the system is increased. Multi-antenna cells have to be repeated over a terrain with a certain concept in order to manage a reuse of frequency band, and to avoid interference between neighbor cells.
In traditional cellular concept, frequencies are reused with a certain frequency pattern that follows a certain tessellation e.g. hexagon, square, or triangle [1] [2] [3] , as presented in Fig. 2 . These tessellations are offering a theoretical continuous coverage, and simultaneously defining how interference spreads over the radio network. Traditional tessellations are typically used with macro cells (antennas over an average rooftop level), and with traditional configurations as 3-sectored, or 6-sectored sites (4-sectored sites with square layout). Moreover, multi-antenna concept is not used in great extent with these traditional tessellations.
Because traditional tessellations cannot be used directly for multi-antenna cells when antennas are below the rooftops, a novel multi-antenna cell constellation has been proposed for inter-cell interference management. This multi-antenna cell configuration is mainly related to number of antennas to be used, antenna placements, and to radio characteristics of antennas. However, also other aspects as handovers between cells have to be taken into account. Handovers can be handled in the future, for example, with location information (GPS), and if needed with help of adaptive antenna technology.
III. MULTI-ANTENNA CELL CONSTELLATIONS
One of the parameters that greatly affect the performance of a radio communication system is the Signal to Interference Ratio (SIR). In a traditional cellular concept, where we have one transmit antenna providing coverage to a certain area, the SIR starts to degrade as the receiver moves away from the Base-Transceiver Station (BTS) towards the cell edge. This is due to the fact that the signal strength drops as a power law of the distance of separation between the transmitter and receiver [3] . Additional factors that may also contribute to signal degradation can be slow fading, reflection and diffraction due to NLOS communication (typically the case in urban areas). On the other hand, the interference level from the neighboring cells increases correspondingly as the receiver moves towards the cell border. Assuming, each base-station (including the serving base-station) is transmitting at the same power and the path loss exponent is the same throughout the cell coverage area, then the approximate SIR for a receiver at any given point, within the cell, is given as [3] :
Where R is the radius of the serving cell, D i is the distance of i th interferer from the receiver, and n is the path loss exponent.
In this paper, a new multi-antenna cell concept has been proposed that aims to provide a uniform SIR distribution over the entire cell coverage area. The idea is to spatially distribute multiple antennas, connected to the same BTS, over the whole cell. The distribution is done in such a way that the coverage areas of individual antennas overlaps with each other, reinforcing the signal, and hence provide almost consistent signal strength over the cell region. Moreover, the cell layout is designed in such a manner so as to keep the interference level to a minimum in the adjacent cells.
IV. SIMULATIONS

A. Scenarios
Figs. 3a-c show rectangular multi-antenna cell constellations for 8, 6, and 4 antennas per cell. The different colors represent different cells. Antennas having the same color are actually remote antennas belonging to the same cell and the arrow depicts the direction of antenna's main lobe. Fig. 3d shows a microcell configuration. The microcell configuration is typically the same as 4-antenna cell configuration, except that each arrow represents a separate transmitter. Moreover, the cell size in microcell configuration has been kept intentionally small, assuming, that small cells will minimize the path loss and provide almost uniform signal strength that will result in good SIR throughout the cell coverage. The cell size in microcell configuration has been kept intentionally small, assuming, that small cells will minimize the path loss and provide almost uniform signal strength that will result in good SIR throughout the cell coverage. As it will be shown, this is not true because such configuration would bring the transmitters close to each other and hence increase the interference level.
B. Simulation Environment
In a typical urban environment, where large numbers of users require access to the system, small cell sizes are preferred in order to fulfil the traffic requirements. The small cell sizes allow the system resources to be reused over short distances resulting in overall system capacity gain. Therefore, to reduce the cell size, transmitter antenna heights have to be decreased down to street lamp-post level (normally mounted on the building walls). However, at such antenna heights, the surrounding environment starts to have greater influence on the propagation behaviour of the signal. The coverage and hence the cell shape is determined by the locations and electrical characteristics of the surrounding buildings. The antenna pattern may have some effect on the cell shape but its significance smaller than in macro cellular environment. The principle propagation mechanisms in such environment are reflection, scattering, diffraction along the wall's corner. Diffraction over the roof top is negligible if the surrounding buildings are much higher than the relative antenna height (as it will be in our simulation case). Consequently, higher building heights give rise to a canyon like propagation along the Line of Sight (LOS) streets resulting in a phenomenon known as 'Urban Street Canyon' effect. This phenomenon has greater influence on the interference pattern and can be controlled by strategically placing the transmitter antennas and using small horizontal half-power beam width antennas, as it will be shown later in this paper.
To evaluate the performance of multi-antenna cell and microcell configuration in a dense urban environment, an ideal Manhattan grid city was simulated. The ideal city is a square region with identical building blocks of size 200m x 200m and building height of 50m. The street width is 30m and all the buildings are aligned in rows and columns as shown in Figs. 3a-d 
C. System Parameters
As mentioned earlier, the street canyon effect can cause interference leakage into other cells. This leakage can be controlled by strategically placing the antenna and choosing the right antenna pattern. In Figs. 3a-d, the antennas were placed at 10m height relative to the ground, with the main lobe of the antenna pattern facing the wall in front and not along the street. Moreover, a very narrow beam directional antenna pattern, with horizontal half power beam width of 9 degree, was used in order to further restrain the street canyon effect due to side lobes. This methodology, as we will show, limited the interference leakage into the other cells by focusing all the signal power within the cell area. Note that coverage is not a problem in multi-antenna cell configuration, as antennas are remotely distributed over the entire cell, providing almost uniform signal strength. Table I summarizes the system parameters used in the simulation. The SIR was calculated at each receiver point, based on few steps. At each receiver point, signal strengths from each multi-antenna cell was calculated using deterministic ray tracing model. The ray tracing model first calculates the propagation paths, of individual rays, at each receiver point using Shoot and bouncing method (SBR) as described in [4] [5] . After calculating the propagation paths, the electric field strength is calculated by using Uniform Theory of Diffraction (UTD), as described in [4] [5] [6] . (Note: the signals coming from different antennas of the same cell are summed up and a receiver gets the total combined signal strength of that cell). After computing the signal strengths of individual cells at each receiver location, the cell dominance area is found by calculating the serving signal (the highest signal strength of a cell at a receiver is the serving signal and the rest are considered as interferers). Once the serving signal strength at each receiver point is known, the SIR is computed by using the following equation:
Where, Pr i is the received signal strength from the serving cell, and Pr j is the received signal strength from the jth interfering cell, N is the total number of first tier interfering cells.
V. SIMULATIONS RESULTS
The SIR map of the selected multi-antenna cell and microcell layouts have been shown first in Figs. 4a-d . Looking at the coloured maps, it can be seen that the average SIR over the cell coverage area varies with cell size. The average SIR over the entire coverage area, according to the simulation results, was approximately 21.71 dB for '8 antennas per cell' layout and 19.7 dB for '6 antennas per cell' layout. In '4 antennas per cell' configuration, the average SIR dropped down to 17.07 dB.
The average SIR over the entire coverage area for microcell configuration was 14.2 dB. However, the SIR significantly degraded at the street corner. This was due to the fact that the interference from neighbouring cell started to increase as the receiver moved towards the street corner and the serving signal strength, on the other hand, began to drop. Notice the regions bounded by black rectangles in Figs. 3 a-d. These are the areas where the SIR is the poorest. In order to minimize the bad SIR area, 4-antenna cells were placed in the affected regions of '8 multi-antenna cell' configuration and its performance was evaluated. Fig. 5a shows the SIR distribution map of the enhanced 8-antenna layout and Fig. 5b shows the CDF plot of all the layouts including the 8-antenna cell with extra cells (to cover the bad SIR regions). As evident from the figures, the 8-antenna cell configuration outperforms the rest of the layouts. As we introduced the supplementary cells in 8 antenna cell layout, to cover the bad SIR regions, the absolute SIR value in the affected region (bounded by black rectangle) improved slightly, however, the overall SIR performance over the entire region degraded.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have proposed different outdoor multiantenna cell constellations for interference management in high traffic dense urban areas. Inter-cell interference conditions of different multi-antenna based network layouts have been compared to independent micro cell based network layouts.
Based on simulation results, multi-antenna cell with eight antennas provides superior average SIR of 23 dB over the cell coverage area. The eight-antenna pattern also offers better average SIR than six and four multi-antenna patterns due to better interference management in all directions. It can be concluded that as the number of antennas per cell and the cell size increases the SIR performance also improves. Moreover, if we want to have comparable SIR performance of microcell to that of multi-antenna cell with four antennas, we would have to deploy four times more transmitters. This will result in very high CAPEX and OPEX for the operators. Furthermore, high signalling traffic due to handovers between transmitters at short distances will make such layout an unviable option.
